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Ethiopia.   The rest of him was divided among a large
number of these simple nomads.
cc It is now time to demand from the Government" wrote the
Italian press, " a harsher and more inexorable conduct of the
war, more in keeping with the barbarity which has always been
displayed by the Abyssinian soldiers and their voracious chieftains
. . * they must employ all the modern and lethal weapons of
war from the use of which Italy has in generosity hitherto
abstained . . . against   savages war must be waged without
quarter.   Fortunately\ both science and f^hnig^pj^r^^^ces'
-   sary means' to. the civilised peoples . . . an eye for an eye and
\  a tooth for a tooth ... we must win as soon as possible."
Victory and the road to Negelli were not far off.
Over a thousand lorries were assembled behind the
barbed wire of Malka Rie, with two weeks' provisions for
four thousand men. Sixty water-tank lorries holding
altogether seventy-five thousand quarts were added, with
caterpillar tractors to carry benzine and heavy trenching
material and wire. Twenty thousand men stood ready at
Dolo with machine-gun companies, artillery and tanks.
Olol Dinle at the end of December occupied Danan, and
the protection of Graziani's right flank was believed to be
complete. From Walwal to Gabba on the Webbe Shebeli
it was held by camps, and in the centre by the artificial
desert.
In the first days of January Dubats were sent forward to
Areri on the Ganale Dona to push out an Ethiopian advanced
guard of three hundred, behind trenches. The Dubats were
driven back, but armoured cars on the second day cleaned
out the camp. A hundred and thirty killed and wounded.
Two days later Amino, another small camp, was occupied
in the same mechanical way : machine-gunning the crude
trenches from behind steel plating was easy enough.
January 12 was the day fixed for the cc contact" battles
of Graziani. He sent out three columns along the three
rivers Dawa, Ganale and Web. Blackshirt Forest Militia
followed the Dawa along the Kenya frontier to fend off the
fugitives from the north. Dubats set out along the Web to
recapture Laina Shillindi.

